ABSTRACT
Recurrent neural networks have shown excellent performance in many applications; however they require increased complexity in hardware or software based implementations. The hardware complexity can be much lowered by minimizing the word-length of weights and signals. This work analyzes the fixed-point performance of recurrent neural networks using a retrain based quantization method. The quantization sensitivity of each layer in RNNs is studied, and the overall fixed-point optimization results minimizing the capacity of weights while not sacrificing the performance are presented. A language model and a phoneme recognition examples are used.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) employ feedback paths inside, and they are suitable for processing input data whose dimension is not fixed. Important applications of RNNs include language models for automatic speech recognition, human action recognition and text generation [1, 2, 3].

Among many types of RNNs [4, 5, 6], the most powerful one is the long short term memory (LSTM) RNN [5]. A standard LSTM RNN is depicted in Figure 1. A layer of LSTM RNN contains an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. An LSTM layer with \( N \) units demands a total of approximately \( 4N^2 + 4NM + 5N \) weights where \( M \) is the unit size of the previous layer. Considering a character level language model that employs three 1024 size LSTM layers, the network demands about 22.3 million weights. Thus, reducing the size of weights in RNNs is very important for VLSI or embedded computer based implementations.

There have been many studies on efficient hardware implementation of artificial neural networks applying direct quantization [7, 8, 9, 10]. Retraining based quantization that readjust the fixed-point weights by training after direct quantization of floating-point parameters was adopted in [11, 12, 13]. Previous research works for retrain-based fixed-point optimization use 3-8 bits for implementing feed-forward neural networks (FFNNs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs). However RNN (especially LSTM RNN) employs a more complex feed-back based structure and hence optimum quantization is challenging.

In this paper, we optimize the word-length of weights and signals for fixed-point LSTM RNNs using the retraining method. The proposed scheme consists of three parts which are floating point training, sensitivity analysis of fixed-point RNNs and retraining. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that tries fixed-point quantization of large size recurrent neural networks.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the quantization procedure for weights and signals is given. Section 3 describes layerwise fixed-point sensitivity analysis for weights and signals. Experimental results are provided in Section 4 and concluding remarks follow in Section 5.

2. RETRAIN-BASED WEIGHT QUANTIZATION
The retrain based quantization method includes the fixed-point conversion process inside of the training procedure so that the network learns the quantization effects [12]. This method shows much better performance when the number of bits is small. In this method, the floating-point weights for RNNs are prepared with the backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm [14]. BPTT begins by unfolding a recurrent neural network through time, then training proceeds in a manner similar to adapting a feed-forward neural network with backpropagation.

For direct quantization, a uniform quantization function is employed and the function \( Q(\cdot) \) is defined as follows:

\[
Q(w) = \text{sgn}(w) \cdot \Delta \cdot \min \left( \left\lfloor \frac{|w|}{\Delta} + 0.5 \right\rfloor, \frac{M-1}{2} \right) = \Delta \cdot z,
\]

(1)
where $sgn(\cdot)$ is the sign function, $\Delta$ is a quantization step size, $w$ is the set of the floating-point weights, and $M$ represents the number of quantization levels. Note that $M$ is normally an odd number since the weight values can be positive or negative. When $M$ is 5, the weights are represented by $-2\Delta, -\Delta, 0, \Delta,$ and $2\Delta$, which can be stored in 3 bits.

For selecting a proper step size $\Delta$, the L2 error minimization criteria is applied as adopted in [12]. The quantization error $E$ is represented as follows:

$$E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (Q(w_i) - w_i)^2 = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\Delta \cdot z_i - w_i)^2,$$

where $N$ is the number of weights in each layer, $w_i$ is the i-th weight value in floating-point, and $z_i$ is the integer membership of $w_i$. The quantization error $E$ is minimized by the following two step iterative computation.

$$z^{(t)} = \arg \min_{z} E(w, z, \Delta^{(t-1)})$$

$$= sgn(w_i) \cdot \min \left( \left\lceil \frac{|w_i|}{\Delta^{(t-1)}} + 0.5 \right\rceil , \frac{M-1}{2} \right) (3)$$

$$\Delta^{(t)} = \arg \min_{\Delta} E(w, z^{(t)}, \Delta) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i \cdot z_i^{(t)}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (z_i^{(t)})^2}, \quad (4)$$

where the superscript $(t)$ indicates the iteration step. The first step equation (3) can be computed using (1). The second step equation (4) can be solved by using the derivative of the error with respect to $\Delta^{(t)}$ to be zero. The iteration stops when $\Delta^{(t)}$ is converged.

After obtaining the fixed-point weights, $z_i\Delta$, the retraining procedure follows. We maintain both floating-point and quantized weights, since applying BPTT algorithm directly with quantized weights usually does not work. The reason is the amount of weights to be changed on each training step is much smaller than the quantization step size $\Delta$. Assuming that the RNN is unfolded, the algorithm can be described as follows:

$$net_i = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{A}_i} w_{ij}^{(q)} y_j^{(q)}$$

$$y_i^{(q)} = R_i(\phi_i(net_i)) \quad (5)$$

$$\delta_j = \phi'_j(net_j) \sum_{i \in \mathcal{P}_j} \delta_i w_{ij}^{(q)} \quad (6)$$

$$\frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{ij}} = -\delta_j y_j^{(q)} \quad (7)$$

$$w_{ij,new} = w_{ij} - \alpha \langle \frac{\partial E}{\partial w_{ij}} \rangle \quad (8)$$

where $net_i$ is the summed input value of the unit $i$, $\delta_i$ is the error signal of the unit $i$, $w_{ij}$ is the weight from the unit $j$ to the unit $i$, $y_j$ is the output signal of the unit $j$, $\mathcal{A}_i$ is the set of units anterior to the unit $i$, $\mathcal{P}_j$ is the set of units posterior to the unit $j$, $R(\cdot)$ is the signal quantizer, $Q(\cdot)$ is the weight quantizer, $\phi(\cdot)$ is the activation function, the superscript $(q)$ indicates quantization, and $\langle \cdot \rangle$ is an average operation via the mini-batch. Equation (5), (6), (7), and (8) represent the forward, backward, gradient calculation, and weights update phases each.

### 3. Quantization Sensitivity Analysis

LSTM RNNs usually contain millions of weights and thousands of signals. Therefore, it is necessary to group them
the number of quantization levels in bits

Table 1. Frame-level phoneme error rates (%) on the test set with the TIMIT phoneme recognition example using quantized weights and signals. Numbers in the parenthesis indicate the ratio of the weights capacity compared to the floating-point version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layerwise quantization bits</th>
<th>FER(%)</th>
<th>Weights bits</th>
<th>Signal bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(In-L1, L1, L1-L2, L2, L2-L3, L3, L3-Out)</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>3-2-2-2-2-2-2</td>
<td>(6.39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3-2-2-2-2-2-2</td>
<td>9.52%)</td>
<td>5-5-4-6</td>
<td>31.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2</td>
<td>Floating result(256)</td>
<td>31.54</td>
<td>27.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3</td>
<td>Floating result(512)</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>27.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we will first show the result of the layerwise sensitivity analysis for signals and weights, and then fully quantized network performances. The proposed quantization strategy is evaluated using two RNNs, one for phoneme recognition and the other for character level language modeling. Advanced training techniques such as early stopping, adaptive learning rate, and Nesterov momentum are employed [16, 17, 18].

4.1. Phoneme Recognition

Phoneme recognition experiments were performed on the TIMIT corpus [19]. The detailed experimental conditions are the same with [20] except the mapping of output classes for scoring. Therefore, the input layer consists of 123 linear units (Fourier-transformed-based filter-bank with 40 coefficients plus energy with their first and second temporal derivatives). Three hidden LSTM layers have the same size of 512. The output layer consists of 61 softmax units which correspond to 61 target phoneme labels. The network is trained using the Fractal with the training parameters of 32 forward steps and 64 backward steps with 64 streams [21]. Initial learning rate was $10^{-5}$ and it is decreased at proper timing until $10^{-7}$. Momentum was 0.9 [22] and adadelta was adopted for weights update [23]. The network demands approximately 5.5 million weights. As a result it needs about 22MB with a 32bit floating-point format.

Figure 2 shows the result of the layerwise sensitivity analysis for the weights. The original phoneme frame error rate was 27.26% with the LSTM layer size of 512, and that with the LSTM size of 256 was 28.63%. The result indicates that all layers except the input-LSTM1 group shows the almost the same quantization sensitivity and requires only two bits for weight representation. Input-LSTM1 weights group demands at least three quantization bits. In the signal sensitivity analysis, all layers need only three to five quantization bits.

Using the sensitivity analysis results, we construct a fully
4.2. Language Model

A character level language model was trained using English Wikipedia dataset which was used in [24]. Each character was put into the neural network input using their own ASCII code values with one-hot encoding, which needs 256 units. The input layer contains 256 linear units to accommodate real valued inputs. Three hidden LSTM layers have the same size of 1024. The output layer consists of 256 softmax units that correspond to 256 character level one-hot encoding. The network is trained using Fractal with the training parameters of 128 forward steps and 128 backward steps employing 64 streams [21]. The learning rate was decreased from $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-8}$ during training. Momentum was 0.9 and adadelta was adopted for weights update. This network needs approximately 22.3 million weights.

Figure 3 shows the layerwise sensitivity analysis results for the weights. The bit per character (BPC) of the floating-point language model with the layer size of 1024 was 1.485. The analysis shows that the most sensitive weights group of the network is the L3-Out layer. Note that the last RNN layer is connected to the softmax layer. The first weights group shows low sensitivity when compared to the phoneme recognition example. This is because one-hot encoding of the ASCII code is used as for the input in this language model. The network has two types of paths, the forward and the recurrent connections. For both paths, the layer that is close to the output shows higher quantization sensitivity. The sensitivity analysis of signals shows the minimum of four or five bits for quantization.

We next try fixed-point optimization of all signals and weights. While the sensitivity analysis quantizes only one group of weights or signals, the fixed-point optimization quantizes all the weights and signals simultaneously to find out the most optimum set of word-lengths. The results are summarized in Table 2. Unlike the phoneme recognition example, this application needs more quantization bits over the results obtained from the sensitivity analysis. A reasonable result was achieved with two more bits for both weights and signals than the sensitivity analysis result. The memory space needed is 16.75% when compared to the floating-point representation.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work investigates the fixed-point characteristics of RNNs for phoneme recognition and language modeling. The retrain-based fixed-point optimization greatly reduces the word-length of weights and signals. In the phoneme recognition example, most of the weights can be represented in 3 bits, while the language modeling needs 5 or 6 bits for obtaining near floating-point results. By this optimization, the weights capacity needed can be reduced to only 10% or 17% of that required for floating-point implementations. The reduced weights and signals can lead to efficient hardware implementations or higher cache memory hit ratio in software based systems.
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